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Marriage invitations don't have to be luxurious and elaborate to craft a fanciful and personalized
design. Actually, there are several simple methods to be innovative without spending a lot of time on
the marriage invite. Have a lot of fun crafting a cute message with colorful pictures that render a
straightforward yet untroubled vibe. You can consider including personalized touches inside the
wedding card such as a hand drawn map. I would like to inform you that handmade cards are
always remembered for a long period of time. Non traditional wedding invitations are becoming quite
popular nowadays due to their unconventional nature!

If you are looking for some amazing non - traditional wedding invitation ideas then this article is
tailor made for you. Nowadays, brides and grooms are thinking out of the box and using unusual
papers, bright colors and sometimes wedding invitations with absolutely no paper. Now, given below
are some of the key non traditional wedding ideas for you.

Colorful and Bright Cards

Avoid the bland white invitation card and let color rule the marriage invitation. You need to stick with
two or three bright colors so that your invitation looks beautiful and clear. A vibrant color swirl design
and vivid lettering can surely help you impress your guests in a great way.

DIY Invitations

Printing and preparing your own invitations offers you and your partner the freedom to craft any
design you select and saves your money over traditionally designed cards. A lot of word processing
computer freeware have invitation templates already affixed, or you can look through the internet for
free marriage invitation templates. Purchase a DIY invitation pack or some card stock from your
local retailer, choose your design and get your incitement on.

Get Lighthearted

If you and your partner love games and want to share the same passion with your guests then you
can opt for invitations that are game based. Puzzle themed invitation cards are becoming really
popular worldwide due to their unusual design. You can cut the card in to jigsaw puzzle pieces and
send it out to your guests. If you want you can opt for a wedding video game, which invites your
guests to unlock different levels in order to look through your marriage information.

Virtual Invites

Paperless marriage invitations are certainly in, nowadays. A web based invitation card can definitely
do the trick for you and your partner. Virtual invites really permit your guests to communicate and
RSVP with the impending newlyweds if they have any queries about the ritual. These kinds of
invites are not only simple to craft but are also economical as they require no postage charges.

So, this was all about non - traditional wedding invitation ideas in detail. You must choose all your
options carefully depending upon your requirements. If you want you can even take the nature of
your partner in to consideration while choosing an invitation card. This is surely a great way to
impress your guests and partner at the same time. Don't forget to take help from this article
carefully. Have fun and enjoy yourself!
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